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The number of US START-accountable strategic nuclear weapons has been reduced by over 80% since the end of the Cold War—from over 10,000 weapons in 1991 to fewer than 1800 today.¹ We clearly have been well past Cold War force levels and strategies for many years. There is an on-going debate regarding the wisdom of reducing US nuclear forces further. Some analyses, such as the Global Nuclear Zero Commission (GNZC) report, recommend further deep reductions; others are skeptical.

The authors of the GNZC report suggest that the skeptics are driven by a continuing commitment to Cold War strategies. In fact, this debate is not between “new think” and “old think.” Skeptics of further deep reductions have moved well beyond Cold War thinking, and I know of no one who considers the prospective employment of nuclear weapons to be anything other than a last resort option in the most extreme circumstances.

Instead, the basis for the differences between those who advocate further deep reductions and those who are skeptical reside in their fundamentally different views of deterrence, the current and future security environments, and the appropriate methods for measuring “how much is enough?” for the US nuclear arsenal. The GNZC report, like similar reports promoting deep reductions, reflects a familiar approach to deterrence force sizing that dates back to the 1960s.

This approach, often called Minimum Deterrence, considers the US nuclear arsenal to be adequate if it essentially is capable of threatening a relatively small number of opponent targets. The types of targets to be threatened can vary, but the fundamental measure of force adequacy is the number of weapons considered necessary to cover targets that are relatively few in number.

¹ Department of States, Bureau of Arms Control, Verification and Compliance, Fact Sheet, New START Treaty Aggregate Numbers of Strategic Arms, April 6, 2012.
and easy to strike. The force level deemed adequate via this methodology can be manipulated easily by defining and redefining the targets deemed suitable for deterrence. By defining down the number and types of targets considered important for deterrence, the number of US nuclear weapons deemed adequate for deterrence can be reduced to low levels compatible with an aggressive arms control agenda. Opponents and threats may not have eased, but deterrence metrics can be redefined by fiat to be compatible with deep US nuclear reductions. For decades, proposals for Minimum Deterrence and related low force levels typically have defined the requirements for deterrence in this fashion and thereby have created the deterrence policy narrative necessary for deep nuclear reductions.²

In the 1960s, for example, Secretary of Defense McNamara publicly defined threats to specific percentages of Soviet population and industry as the appropriate measure for US deterrence threats. This formulation facilitated relatively low US nuclear force requirements because the Soviet civilian targets declared key for deterrence were relatively few in number and highly vulnerable. According to senior DOD officials at the time, the “primary purpose” of this definition of deterrence adequacy was to have a relatively easy-to-meet measure in hand to answer the question “how much force was enough”.³

This Minimum Deterrence methodology for defining force requirements may be compatible with very low force levels, but is inadequate for six basic reasons.

³ “The emphasis in McNamara’s statements on nuclear forces and doctrine shifted after 1963 to that of Assured Destruction. This doctrine held that a nuclear exchange would, with high probability, result in over 100 million fatalities in both the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. and that attempts to limit damage through active and passive defenses could be readily defeated by improvements in offensive forces. The principal test of adequacy of the U.S. strategic force came to be the ability of our programmed force to produce civil damage, even against a greater than expected threat. The damage criterion settled on by McNamara for determining the size of the strategic force was the destruction of 20-25 percent of the Soviet population and 50 percent of its industrial capacity. The programmed forces decided on in the early 1960’s readily met this test. So readily that it seemed evident that our forces were more than adequate. The primary purpose of the Assured Destruction capabilities doctrine was to provide a metric for deciding how much force was enough: it provided a basis for denying service and Congressional claims for more money for strategic forces.” Henry S. Rowen [deputy assistant secretary of defense for international security affairs, 1961-1964], “Formulating Strategic Doctrine,” in Report of the Commission on the Organization of the Government for the Conduct of Foreign Policy, Vol. 4, Appendix K. Adequacy of Current Organization: Defense and Arms Control (Washington, D.C.: GPO, June 1975), p. 227 (emphasis in original).
First, calculating the forces adequate for deterrence is not simply a matter of identifying some preferred type of US threat that is compatible with very low force levels. The requirements for the most effective deterrence strategy possible should drive our preferred numbers, not vice versa.

In this regard, Harold Brown, Jimmy Carter’s Secretary of Defense, rightly concluded that deterrence should be based on a credible threat to that which the opponent “considers most important.” This is an initial starting point for prudently measuring “how much is enough?” Such deterrence threats will vary for different opponents, times and contingencies, and may often be incompatible with the very low, fixed number of US nuclear weapons typically recommended by Minimum Deterrence. For example, if our understanding of opponents and their worldviews suggests that deterring them requires a variety of flexible options and a basic threat to well-protected leaders, military forces and internal security forces, as was widely-thought to be the requirement vis-a-vis the Soviet Union after the 1960s, then a Minimum Deterrence-based force would not be compatible with effective deterrence in plausible scenarios, even if it would be compatible with an aggressive arms control agenda.

The GNZC report, for example, calls for the complete elimination of the ICBM leg of the traditional US Triad of strategic forces (bombers, ICBMs, and sea-based missiles), the elimination of the nuclear B-52 bomber and US tactical nuclear weapons, and deep reductions in sea-based nuclear forces. These recommended reductions would leave a small US Dyad of sea-based missiles and B-2 bombers. Multiple expert assessments of a Dyad consisting of sea-based missiles, B-52 and B-2 bombers have concluded that such a Dyad would reduce the number of US aim points for an opponent targeting U.S. strategic forces from about 455 to 5.4 A study by the Center for Strategic and International Studies concluded that a Dyad of sea-based missiles, B-2 and B-52 bombers, “presents the worst case for survivability of all the options. In a ‘bolt from the blue’ attack, just five dedicated nuclear strikes could take out all three strategic nuclear

bomber bases and the two submarine bases,”⁵ leaving the United States with just the SSBNs at sea. The GNZC’s recommended elimination of ICBMs and nuclear B-52 bombers could worsen this situation by further reducing the number of US targets to only three.

The 2009 Bipartisan Strategic Posture Commission (the Perry-Schlesinger Commission) saw substantial importance in the fact that by sustaining the Triad, including the ICBM force, the US could not be subject to an effective small-scale counterforce attack.⁶ It noted that, “for the foreseeable future, there is no prospect that a significant portion of the ICBM force can be destroyed by a preemptive strike on the United States by small nuclear powers, including China.”⁷

However, at the force levels recommended in the GNZC report and with reported normal US operating practices,⁸ only 3-4 US missile carrying submarines could be expected to survive an attack by a handful of nuclear weapons, leaving 135-180 surviving US warheads. That US retaliatory force could be dangerously inflexible and incapable of covering even the extremely limited target sets outlined in the GNZC report. For over five decades, all Democratic and Republican administrations have sought to avoid such a condition because it could significantly degrade our deterrence strategy and create provocative vulnerabilities. Such recommendations for further US deep reductions are all the more troubling in light of the recently declared Russian intention to deploy a nation-wide, missile defense “umbrella” by 2020.⁹ In light of such

---


considerations, Gen. Cartwright’s previous emphasis on the value of the US Triad and the ICBM force is much more prudent.\textsuperscript{10}

The GNZC report, however, essentially dismisses this concern by asserting that Russia and China are not now opponents and are unlikely ever to be so again: “The risk of nuclear confrontation between the United States and either Russia or China belongs to the past, not the future.” Such a prediction fits the narrative for further deep reductions, but it does not appear to fit Russian or Chinese actions and statements concerning their ambitions and nuclear developments. Over the past several years, top Russian leaders have made numerous threats of pre-emptive and preventive nuclear attack against US allies and friends. Most recently, the Chief of the Russian General Staff, Gen. Nikolai Makarov threatened a pre-emptive attack against NATO states, and the threat was implicitly nuclear.\textsuperscript{11} (Please see the attached compilation of Russian nuclear threats since 2007 by Dr. Mark Schneider).

Such threats challenge Western sensibilities and faith in a powerful, global nuclear “taboo,” but they are within the norm of Russian behavior and doctrine regarding nuclear forces. To claim that nuclear weapons will not be salient in contemporary or future US relations with Russia or China is an unwarranted and highly optimistic prediction, not a prudent basis for calculating US deterrence strategies and forces. If wrong, Minimum Deterrence and corresponding low force levels could invite serious risk and provocations.

Second, the question of having an adequate deterrence capability cannot be answered simply by determining if we can threaten some given, contemporary set of targets. Deterrence must work in contemporary and future crises, and we will come to those crises with the forces we have in hand. No one knows with confidence “how much of what force” will be necessary for credible deterrence now, and future requirements are particularly arcane because opponents and threats can shift rapidly in this post-Cold War era and the requirements for deterrence correspondingly can change rapidly. This reality complicates the task of calculating “how much is enough” for

\textsuperscript{10} See, US Senate, Committee on Armed Services, Hearing to Consider the Nominations of General James E. Cartwright, USMC, For reappointment to the Grade of General and Reappointment as the Vice Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, July 9, 2009, p. 8.

deterrence. The priority deterrence question now is whether we have sufficient force options and
diversity to threaten credibly the wide spectrum of targets that opponents may value over the
course of decades. In some plausible scenarios, a small and undiversified US nuclear force may
be adequate for deterrence, in other cases, effective deterrence may demand a large and diverse
nuclear arsenal with capabilities well beyond those envisaged for Minimum Deterrence.
Confident declarations that some fixed Minimum Deterrence force level will prove adequate
cannot be based on substance; they reflect only hope and carry considerable risk.

Instead, the flexibility and resilience of our forces to adapt to differing deterrence requirements
should be considered a fundamental requirement of US force adequacy, and our standing
capabilities must be sufficiently large and diverse to adapt to a variety of shifting deterrence
demands. It may be convenient to pick some fixed, low number and claim that 300, 400, or 500
weapons will be adequate for deterrence now and in the future, but no one can possibly know if
such statements are true. We do know that the more diverse and flexible our forces, the more
likely we are to have the types of capabilities needed for deterrence in a time of shifting and
uncertain threats, stakes and opponents. But force diversity and flexibility does not come
automatically. It is important that our nuclear force posture and infrastructure incorporate these
characteristics and that they are manifest to opponents and allies for deterrence and assurance
purposes respectively.

This need for force diversity and flexibility is one of the reasons why the bipartisan
Congressional Strategic Posture Commission recommended unanimously to sustain the Triad, as
did the 2010 Nuclear Posture Review and the current and recent past Commanders of Strategic
Command. The Congressional Strategic Posture Commission reviewed arguments in favor of a
Dyad and instead unanimously highlighted the importance of the “resilience and flexibility of the
triad,” qualities which have “proven valuable as the number of operationally deployed strategic
nuclear weapons has declined” and “promise to become even more important as systems age.”

12 Perry, Schlesinger, America’s Strategic Posture: The Final Report of the Congressional Commission on the Strategic Posture
In contrast, moving to a Minimum Deterrence Dyad as recommended in the GNZC report would be the opposite of sustaining a diverse force with flexibility and resilience. Minimum Deterrence force requirements typically are intended to be compatible with deep arms control reductions, as is stated in the GNZC report, but could easily prove to be too narrow and inflexible to provide effective deterrence in a shifting threat environment.

Adm. Rich Mies, a former Commander of Strategic Command, observed recently that “every STRATCOM force structure analysis” in which he was involved yielded two general truths: “Diversity affords a hedge against single-point failures and significantly complicates a potential adversary’s offensive and defensive planning considerations [and] there is tyranny in low platform numbers that greatly restricts the flexibility, survivability and resiliency of the force.”

Indeed, a small, undiversified, Minimum Deterrence force:

- Will offer fewer choices among warheads and delivery modes, thereby limiting US flexibility and the prospective effectiveness of US deterrence strategies;
- Is less likely to compensate for weaknesses in one area of our nuclear force structure by strengths in another area;
- Will, vis-à-vis peer or near peer powers, inevitably move US deterrence strategies toward threats against civilian targets and/or threats against a relatively small set of military targets: the first such threat may well be incredible, and the second inadequate;
- Eases the technical/strategic challenges for opponents who might seek to counter our deterrence strategies, now or in the future;
- Will encourage rather than dissuade some opponents to compete and challenge our deterrence strategies.

What level of US forces is compatible with the requisite US flexibility and resilience? This question rightly elevates the discussion of deterrence requirements beyond a fixed number of warheads to include their diversity, and the number and diversity of their launchers. In 2001, we judged 1700-2200 operationally deployed warheads as sufficient, with no negotiated limits on launchers in the Moscow Treaty. In 2009, Gen. Cartwright stated publicly that he would “be

---

very concerned if we got down below” 800 launchers, and in 2010, Gen. Kevin Chilton, then-Commander of Strategic Command, stated publicly that the 1550 warhead ceiling of the New START Treaty was the lowest he could endorse given this need for flexibility. In contrast, the GNZC report, as with most proposals for Minimum Deterrence, recommends far lower force levels for weapons and launchers.

Third, deterrence is only one among several goals by which to measure the adequacy of US nuclear forces. It is impossible to measure US force requirements by focusing on deterrence alone. US forces must also contribute to the assurance of our allies and friends. This assurance goal is different from deterrence and has different specific requirements. The US has nuclear assurance commitments to 30 or more allies and the push for Minimum Deterrence undoubtedly threatens our capability to assure allies in some important cases.

Assurance commitments establish diverse quantitative and qualitative requirements not included in Minimum Deterrence calculations. For example, President John Kennedy identified “second-to-none” as the appropriate standard for the purpose of protecting allies and friends; the Nixon Administration identified “essential equivalence” as a necessary measure. And, most recently, some allied leaders have identified specific quantitative and qualitative standards for US nuclear forces to provide assurance.

For example, Japanese Defense Minister Fumio Kyuma explicitly linked quantitative and qualitative standards to the credibility of the US extended nuclear deterrent: he called for “highly accurate nuclear-tipped cruise missiles,” and stated that, “The strongest deterrence would be when the United States explicitly says, ‘If you drop one nuclear bomb on Japan, the United States will retaliate by dropping 10 on you’.” More recently, key allies have argued that the

---

15 Quoted from, US Senate, Committee on Armed Services, Hearing to Consider the Nominations of General James E. Cartwright, USMC, For reappointment to the Grade of General and Reappointment as the Vice Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, July 9, 2009, p. 22.


credibility of US extended deterrence commitments depends on specific types of US nuclear capabilities, including low-yield and penetrating nuclear weapons, the US capability to threaten a wide variety of targets, and the capability “to deploy forces in a way that is either visible or stealthy, as circumstances may demand.” Again, it is very convenient to claim that 300, 400, or 500 US weapons will be adequate for assurance, but such a target-based measure may have little or nothing to do with the quantity or types of US nuclear forces needed to assure our allies of the credibility of our extended nuclear deterrent. US unilateral reductions to low force levels as recommended by the GNZC report certainly would destroy any remaining US claims of “second to none” or “essential equivalence,” and raise deep concerns among at least some key allies and friends.

Proponents of Minimum Deterrence typically respond to this concern with the assertion—repeated in the GNZC report—that conventional forces can provide assurance for allies that is “far more credible” than are US nuclear forces. This narrative fits the policy line for further deep nuclear reductions, but, US movement to advanced conventional strategic forces has been slow and limited, and the actual evidence is that some allies find unique assurance in a credible US nuclear guarantee. They now state openly that if US nuclear credibility wanes, they will be compelled to find their own independent deterrence capabilities. Japanese, South Korean and Turkish leaders have openly made this point, as have some friends and allies in the Middle East. This should not be surprising: West Germany was clear that it could agree to the 1969 Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty only because of the assurance it found in a credible US nuclear umbrella. The same was true for South Korea.

This need expressed by some allies for credible US nuclear assurance is fully understandable. US advanced conventional forces are very likely to contribute usefully to deterrence in some cases. But, in the context of a conventional conflict involving US “shock and awe,” the threat of

---


“more of the same” may simply be insufficient to deter a committed aggressor. In contrast, nuclear weapons pose the threat of escalation to incalculable consequences and thereby appear unique in countering the overly-optimistic expectations or high cost-tolerances that often inspire aggression. This factor may explain why nuclear deterrence appears to have been the reason Saddam Hussein did not employ chemical or biological weapons during the first Gulf War. In addition, given events over the past decade, the US will to engage in another high-cost, large-scale projection of conventional force into a distant theater on behalf of friends and allies may appear insufficiently lethal or credible to assure some vulnerable allies or to deter some determined or eccentric foes. Non-nuclear threats may someday be an adequate substitute for nuclear threats for assurance purposes, but that day has not arrived per the expressed views of some key allies. And, with regard to the U.S. goal of assurance, it is their views of US adequacy that matter.

Fourth, the push for Minimum Deterrence puts at risk the US capability to deter and to assure for the purpose of strengthening global cooperation on nuclear non-proliferation—the rationale repeated in the GNZC report. To be specific, the claim is that further US nuclear reductions would somehow contribute greatly to nuclear non-proliferation. This asserted positive linkage between further US nuclear reductions and more effective non-proliferation efforts is wholly speculative, and I believe mistaken. Further US nuclear reductions are unlikely to improve the behavior of recalcitrant proliferators or their enablers. And, on the available evidence, it is reasonable to expect that a US transition to Minimum Deterrence would increase the incentives for some US friends and allies who now rely on the US extended nuclear deterrent to develop or acquire their own independent means for nuclear deterrence. Consequently, the net effect of movement toward Minimum Deterrence may well be to increase nuclear proliferation rather than to strengthen non-proliferation. This would be a serious mistake from which we might not easily recover.

20 In 1999, allies saw persistent and concerted NATO conventional air strikes fail to destroy a deep tunnel complex at the Pristina Airport in Kosovo. As a British inspector present at the time reported, “On June 11, hours after NATO halted its bombing and just before the Serb military began withdrawing, 11 Mig-21 fighters emerged from the tunnels and took off for Yugoslavia.” Tim Ripley, “Kosovo: A Bomb Damage Assessment,” Jane’s Intelligence Review, Vol. 11, No. 9 (September 1999), p. 11.

The GNZC report also asserts that further US unilateral nuclear reductions would encourage Russia and China to consider “comparable unilateral actions.” Perhaps so; but experience suggests not. Harold Brown’s observation about the Soviet Union appears to apply equally to Russia and China today: “When we build, they build; when we cut, they build.”

Fifth, proponents of Minimum Deterrence also claim that further deep force reductions will save scarce US defense dollars. I am dubious of this claim. The US and NATO came to rely on nuclear deterrence in general because it was judged to be a feasible and much cheaper avenue for security than the buildup of conventional forces otherwise necessary. There obviously is a cost to sustaining a flexible and diverse nuclear arsenal, including the nuclear Triad. But, to state that monies would not be needed for this purpose if we abandoned such an arsenal is to state the obvious. The real question in this regard is the net cost of further deep nuclear reductions and Minimum Deterrence given the corresponding, necessary buildup of advanced conventional arms, a buildup acknowledged by the authors of the GNZC report. I certainly support advanced US conventional forces as a complement to US nuclear capabilities. But to claim savings from Minimum Deterrence without also calculating the added cost for the advanced conventional forces that supposedly can substitute for deterrence purposes is a common error. I do not know how comparisons of net costs might appear at this time, but I do know that claiming savings simply from Minimum Deterrence and abandonment of the Triad is at best a half-truth.

Sixth, and finally, the GNZC report, like others, justifies the push for Minimum Deterrence as a necessary step en route to global nuclear zero—one of the Obama Administration’s stated priority goals. It should be recalled, however, that the bipartisan Congressional Strategic Posture Commission concluded unanimously that: “The conditions that might make the elimination of nuclear weapons possible are not present today and establishing such conditions would require a fundamental transformation of the world political order.” The establishment of a powerful and reliable global collective security system for the first time in history would be such a fundamental global transformation; further US reductions would not. Winston Churchill noted along these lines: “Be careful above all things not to let go of the atomic weapon until you are sure and more than sure that other means of preserving peace are in your hands.” There is no
evidence at this point of movement toward a serious, reliable global collective security system; much less do we have it in hand.

Consequently, before the pursuit of nuclear zero puts at risk US capabilities to deter and to assure credibly, and also threatens to increase nuclear proliferation, it is important to recall that over the course of centuries we have learned, unfortunately, that conventional deterrence periodically fails catastrophically. During the final five non-nuclear decades of the last century, the world suffered approximately 110 million casualties in just 10 years of warfare. The subsequent almost seven decades of nuclear deterrence have been much more benign by comparison (see the attached pertinent graphic by Adm. Richard Mies, used here with permission). Humankind was at the nuclear zero “mountaintop” from the beginning of history until 1945, and that condition often was ugly and brutal on a scale not repeated since 1945, thanks at least in part to nuclear deterrence. Simple prudence suggests that we not put US strategies for nuclear deterrence at risk in a quest to go back to that mountaintop we so desperately sought previously to leave.

In summary, I am skeptical of the GNZC report and further US deep nuclear reductions at this point not for reasons of “old think,” but because the supposed benefits are dubious or manifestly illusory and the effects may be to undermine deterrence and assurance, and to increase nuclear proliferation. Gen. Larry Welsh, a former Commander of the Strategic Air Command and Air Force Chief of Staff, recently observed, “The only basis for the idea that drastically reducing the number of nukes we have would magically make us safer and help eliminate other nuclear dangers is hope. But hope is not a plan, and hope is not a basis for security. Hope does not defend us.” And, I will add, the unwarranted hopes reflected in the GNZC’s most recent proposal for Minimum Deterrence should not be the basis for our calculations of “how much is enough?”
Russian Threats of Nuclear Targeting, Including First or Preemptive Uses of Nuclear Forces

Dr. Mark Schneider
Senior Analyst, National Institute for Public Policy

Then-Defense Minister, Sergei Ivanov, February 2007:

“As regard to [the] use of nuclear weapons in case of aggression, of course [it will use them in this case]. What else were they built for?”

Statements by Colonel General Nikolay Solovtsov, then commander of the Strategic Missile Troops 2007-2008.

“[Correspondent] Russia has reacted sharply to the statement by the prime ministers of Poland and the Czech Republic. The commander of Strategic Missile Troops [SMT], Nikolay Solovtsov, said that if need be, our missiles would be targeted on the new ABM facilities, if they are built.”

“We have to take measures that will prevent the devaluation of the Russian nuclear deterrence potential. I do not rule out that our political and military administration may target some of our intercontinental ballistic missiles at the aforesaid missile defense facilities in Poland and the Czech Republic.”

“I cannot exclude that, in the event that the country's highest military-political leadership will make the appropriate decision, the indicated missile defense facilities in Poland and the Czech Republic and also other similar facilities in the future could be selected as targets for our intercontinental ballistic missiles”, the general stated. “The RVSN is compelled to take steps, which will not permit the devaluation of the Russian nuclear deterrence potential under any conditions”.

Statements by General Yury Baluyevskiy, then Chief of the General Staff, 2007-2008:

“If we see that these facilities pose a threat to Russia, these targets will be included in the lists of our planners—strategic, nuclear or others. The latter is a technicality.”

“We do not intend to attack anyone. But all our partners must realize that for the protection of Russia and its allies, if necessary, the Armed Forces will be used, including preventively and with the use of nuclear weapons.”

Colonel General Anatoly Nogovitsyn, Defense Ministry Spokesman, August 2008:

“Poland is making itself a target. This is 100 percent” certain, Russia’s Interfax news agency quoted General Anatoly Nogovitsyn as saying.

‘It becomes a target for attack. Such targets are destroyed as a first priority,’ Gen Nogovitsyn was quoted as saying.

He added that Russia’s military doctrine sanctions the use of nuclear weapons ‘against the allies of countries having nuclear weapons if they in some way help them,’ Interfax said.”
Nikolay Patrushev, the Secretary of the Russian Security Council October 2009:

“We have corrected the conditions for use of nuclear weapons to resist aggression with conventional forces not only in large-scale wars, but also in regional or even a local one…. There is also a multiple-options provision for use of nuclear weapons depending on the situation and intentions of the potential enemy. ‘In a situation critical for national security, we don’t exclude a preventive nuclear strike at the aggressor’.”

Lt. General Andrey Shvaychenko, then Commander of the Strategic Missile Troops, December 2009.

“In Shvaychenko's opinion, ‘this defines a key role played by the RVSN [the Strategic Missile Forces] and the strategic nuclear forces as a whole in ensuring Russia's security’. ‘In peacetime, they are intended to ensure deterrence of large-scale non-nuclear or nuclear aggression against Russia and its allies. In a conventional war, they ensure that the opponent is forced to cease hostilities, on advantageous conditions for Russia, by means of single or multiple preventive strikes against the aggressors' most important facilities. In a nuclear war, they ensure the destruction of facilities of the opponent's military and economic potential by means of an initial massive nuclear missile strike and subsequent multiple and single nuclear missile strikes,” the commander explained’.”

Lt.-Gen Vladimir Gagarin, then-Deputy Commander of Russia's Strategic Missile Troops, December 2009:

“So, the situation is then analysed and orders are issued - either, maybe, to launch a massive nuclear strike with the use of everything involved in that initial massive nuclear strike; or it could be group strikes, that is to say with part [of the forces] used; or it could be single strikes, one or two launch systems. Once again, the authorization for the launch to be executed, to be carried out, is issued by the Russian Federation president, by our supreme commander-in-chief.”

Lt.-General Sergei Karakayev, Commander of the Strategic Missile Troops, December 2011:

From a technical viewpoint, there are no restrictions on the possibility of the use of missiles by RVSN. It does not take a long time to select a target and enter it in the flight duty of an intercontinental ballistic missile,” Karakayev said in response to a question as to whether changes may be made to the plans of RVSN combat use due to the creation of objects of the U.S. missile defense systems in Europe and the lack of progress in the negotiations between Russia and the U.S. on the matter.

Statements by President Putin, 2007-2008:

Just before a summit with President Bush he stated, “I draw your attention and that of your readers to the fact that, for the first time in history -- and I want to emphasize this -- there are elements of the U.S. nuclear capability [missile defense interceptors] on the European continent….If the American nuclear potential grows in European territory, we have to give ourselves new targets in Europe.”

“We will have to target our missiles at sites which, in our opinion, may threaten our national security.”;
3) In a press conference with the President of Poland he stated, “If such systems are deployed on the territory of Poland, which we believe will be used to attempt or to neutralize our nuclear missile potential, leading to total disruption of the strategic balance in the world and will threaten our national security, then what should we do? We will have to take some retaliatory measures, which may include retargeting some of our strike missile systems onto those facilities, which in our opinion will be a threat to us. We would not like to do this.”

At a press conference President Putin said, “Our General Staff and experts believe that this system [the proposed deployment of a missile defense site in Poland] threatens our national security, and if it does appear, we will be forced to respond in an appropriate manner. We will then probably be forced to retarget some of our missile systems at these systems, which threaten us.”

General Nikolai Makarov, Chief of the General Staff, 2011-2012:

"'The possibility of local armed conflicts virtually along the entire perimeter of the border has grown dramatically,' Makarov said. 'I cannot rule out that, in certain circumstances, local and regional armed conflicts could grow into a large-scale war, possibly even with nuclear weapons'."12

“Asked about whether there existed a risk of local conflicts near Russian borders developing into a full-scale war General Makarov said, “I do not rule out such a possibility.”13

“‘Taking into account a missile defense system's destabilizing nature, that is, the creation of an illusion that a disarming strike can be launched with impunity, a decision on preemptive employment of the attack weapons available could be made when the situation worsens,’ Makarov said at an international conference on Missile Defense Factor in Establishing New Security Environment in Moscow on Thursday.

The deployment of new attack weapons in the south and northwest of Russia to strike missile defense sites, including the deployment of the Iskander missile systems in the Kaliningrad region, is among the possible options for destroying missile defense infrastructure in Europe.”14

Statements by President Medvedev, 2008-2011:

“During televised remarks President Medvedev said, "I would add something about what we have had to face in recent years: what is it? It is the construction of a global missile defense system, the installation of military bases around Russia, the unbridled expansion of NATO and other similar ‘presents’ for Russia we therefore have every reason to believe that they are simply testing our strength. Of course we will not let ourselves be dragged into an arms race. But we must take this into account in defense expenditures. And we will continue to reliably protect the safety of the citizens of Russia. Therefore I will now announce some of the measures that will be taken. In particular measures to effectively counter the persistent and consistent attempts of the current American administration to install new elements of a global missile defense system in Europe. For example, we had planned to decommission three missile regiments of a missile division deployed in Kozelsk from combat readiness and to disband the division by 2010. I have decided to abstain from these plans. Nothing will disband. Moreover, we will deploy the Iskander missile system in the Kaliningrad Region to be able, if necessary, to neutralize the missile defense system. Naturally, we envisage using the resources of the Russian Navy for these purposes as well.”15
“Second, protective cover of Russia’s strategic nuclear weapons will be reinforced as a priority measure under the programme to develop our air and space defences.

Third, the new strategic ballistic missiles commissioned by the Strategic Missile Forces and the Navy will be equipped with advanced missile defence penetration systems and new highly-effective warheads.

Fourth, I have instructed the Armed Forces to draw up measures for disabling missile defence system data and guidance systems if need be. These measures will be adequate, effective, and low-cost.

Fifth, if the above measures prove insufficient, the Russian Federation will deploy modern offensive weapon systems in the west and south of the country, ensuring our ability to take out any part of the US missile defence system in Europe. One step in this process will be to deploy Iskander missiles in Kaliningrad Region.”

Statement by Defense Anatoliy Serdyukov February 2010:

“If additional threats emerge in Europe, the Iskander will be deployed (in Kaliningrad Region).”

---


2 “General says Russia may target missile defence sites in Eastern Europe,” Moscow Channel One Television, February 19, 2007. Translated in Open Source Center, Doc. ID: CEP20070219950390.


6 “Russia will use nuclear weapons if necessary - chief of staff,” Moscow ITAR-TASS, January 19, 2008. Transcribed in Open Source Center, Doc. ID: CEP20080119950015.


9 “Russia may face large-scale military attack, says Strategic Missile Troops chief,” Moscow ITAR-TASS, December 11, 2009. Translated by Open Source Center Doc. ID: CEP20091216950151.


“Better a world with nuclear weapons but no major war, than one with major war but no nuclear weapons.”

Sir Michael Quinlan